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Abstract
T h e perrra.siriene,ss of compu.ters in everyday life
coicpled with. recent rapid advances in computer teclinology have created both the need and the m e a n s f o r sophisticated Humcm C o m p u t e r Interaction (HCI) technology. Despite all the progress in computer technology a.n.d robotic manipulation, the interfaces f o r controlling manipulators have changed very little in the
last decade.
Therefore H,irnian,-Compu.ter interfaces f o r controlling robotic mariipulators are of great interest. A flexible und useful robotic manipulator is one capable of
movem.ent in three translational degrees of freedom,
and three rotational degrees of freedom. In addition t o
research labs, six degree of freedom robots can be f o u n d
in construction areas o r other environments unfavorable f o r humfan beings.
This paper proposes a n intuitive and convenient visually guided interface for controlling a robot with six
degrees of freedom. T w o orthogonal cameras are used
t o track the position and the orientation of the hand
of the user. T h i s allows the u s e r t o control the robotic
a r m in a natural way.

1

Introduction

In many areas of our daily life we are faced with
rather complex tasks that have to be done in circumstances unfavorable for human beings. For example
heavy weights may have to be lifted, or the environment is hazardous to humans. Therefore the assistance of a machine is needed. On the other hand,
some of these tasks also need the presence of a human, because the complexity of the task is beyond
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the capability of an autonomous robotic system or the
decisions that have to be made demand complicated
background knowledge.
This leads to the demand for a comfortable 3D control and manipulation interface. A very special kind
of controlling device is the space-mouse that has been
developed recently by [l]and [a]. The space-mouse is
a controlling device similar to the standard computer
mouse, but instead of moving it around on a table,
which causes plane related reactions on a computer
program, it consists of a chassis that holds a movable
ball. This ball is attached to the chassis in such a
way that, it can be moved with six degrees of freedom:
three translations and three rotations. This makes it
possible for the user to control six degrees of freedom
with one hand. Because of this, even complex robotic
devices can be controlled in a. very intuitive way.
One step further to a. more intuitive and therefore
more effective controlling device would be a system
that, can be instructed by watching and imitating the
human user, using the hand of the user as the major
controlling element. This would be a very comfortable
interface that allows the user to move a robot system
in a natural way. This is called the visual space mouse.
The purpose of this project was to develop a system
that is able to control a robotic system by observing
the human and directly converting intuitive gestures
into movements of the manipulator. The hand serves
as the primary controller to affect the motion and position of a robot gripper. For the observation of the
user; two cameras are used. A precise calibration is
not required for our method. In fact, the only calibration that is required is the approximate knowledge
of the directions “up”, Lidown”, “left” and “right”.
If a translation or rotation of the camera moves the
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controlling hand of the huitian out of the view of tlie
camera, t,hc system u-ill fail. Tlic: gripper of a PUM.4
560 robot, arm with six tlcgrees of freedom is used as a
manipulator. One camera is placed on the ceiling providing a vwtical view of the controlling hand and one
camera is placed on a tripod on the floor to provide a
horizontal view (see Figurr 1). Together, the cameras
create a 3D work-spacc in which the user is allowed to
nlovf’.

Srct ion 3 discusses two different approaches realizing
the iinplementation of the visual space-mouse.

2

The system of the visual space mouse can be divided into two main parts: image processing and robot
control. The role of image processing is to perform
operations on a. video signal, received by the video
cameras. The aim is to extract desired information
out of the video signal. The role of robot control is
to transform electronic commands into movements of
the manipulator.

2.1

Figure 1: Structure of the Visual Space-Mouse.
The structurc of t h system yields some very powerful advantages. The first group of advantages is determined by the structure itself the system provides a
quantitative and cheap control unit without any aids
or moving parts. That means there is no physical wear
in the controlling system. This eliminates one potential source of failure, thereby making the system more
robust,.
The second group of advantages is determined by
the basic concept of t,he system which provides upgrading possibilities. One possibility would be the use
of sensor data combined with an intelligent robot control system. This would lead to a robotic manipulator
with teleassistance and all its advantages [3]. Another
possibility would be the implementation of hand gestures as a communication language with the system
to produce a high level control-interface [4]. Additionally the work-space created by the two cameras is
determined by the angle of view of the two cameras.
Therefore it can be individually adjusted t o the needs
of the controlling task. A movement guided initialization sequence tells the system which hand serves as the
primary input device. It is possible to keep track of
several objects to perform more complex tasks. The
scaling factor that translates the hand movement of
the user into manipulator motion is fixed, but freely
adjustable.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2 we describe the major components of the
system. We begin in Section 2.1 by giving a brief
overview of the image processing unit. In Section 2.2
we describe the robot control portion of the system.

System Overview

Image Processing

Our image processing unit consists of two greyscale
CCD (charge coupled device) cameras connected t o an
image processing device, the Datacube MaxVideo 20.
This Datacube performs operations on the video output. The operations of the Datacube are controlled by
a special image processing language: VEIL [5], which
is run on a host computer. In this way the data collected by the camera can be processed in a convenient
way. This makes it possible to extract the desired
information from the video output. In our case we
identify, track and estimate the position of the hand
of the user.
A special feature of VEIL is the use of blobs. A
blob in VEIL is defined as a connected white region
within a darker environment. The use of blobs makes
it possible to detect and track special regions in the
image.
The image processing unit is supposed to detect
and track the hand. To achieve this task, within the
environmental constraints imposed on the project, an
image processing task was set up as following. The
video output of the camera is convolved with a blurring filter and then thresholded. After thresholding
the image blob-detection is applied.
Since the purpose of this project is t o generate a
prototype validating the benefits of the visual spacemouse, extra constraints were placed on the image
processing. In particular, a black background in combination with a dark clothing is used. By doing so,
the output image of the threshold operation gives a
black and white image of the camera view where objects such as the hands or the face are displayed as
pure white regions. This image is then imported t o
the blob-routine, which will mark every white region
as a blob and choose one of the blobs t o be the control
blob.
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To gain tracking of the desired liand: a motion
guided initialization sequence was added. In the initialization sequence, the user waves the controlling
hand in the xvorkspace. The ima.ge processing unit
records t l i c image differences for several successive images and creates a map of these differences. After applying a hlurring filter to suppress pixel-noise, resulting in spikes in this map, the image processing unit
chooses the control blob. The blob in the current image that is closest to the region that changes most is
chosen to be the control blob.
The values of this blob are stored in a global data
structure to niake it accessible to the robot control
unit. Blobs ot,lier than the control blob are ignored
in the controlling process. To ensure tracking of the
hand after initialization without any sudden changes
in the control blob, the bounding box is only allowed
to change up to S,b pixels each cycle in each direction.
In the current implenientation, this threshold value
is set t,o 3 pisels. This causes the blob to get stuck
t,o the liand and not to jump to other objects that
are near the hand. One advantage to this is some
measure of robustness to occlusion of the hand. If
an object (eit,her dark or bright) passes between the
camera and the hand, the bounding box for that object
will not match the bounding bos for the controlling
blob. Thus, the controlling blob will remain in the
position it was before the occluding object appeared.
The orientation of the major axis of the object is
computed by using the centered second moments of
the object as follows (see [6]):
1
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where 6iTz,hiyy,and Gzy are the centered second
moments about the horizontal, vertical, and 45" axes,
respectively. The second equation is used to compute
these centered second moments, with mab and m, representing the non-centered second and first moments
about the appropriate axes, respectively. By using
these equations, angles between +7r/4 and -7r/4 can
be measured. When the real object oversteps an angle of f7r/4 the result of Equation (1) will change its
sign. The routine to measure the orientation of the
hand takes care of this effect by causing the angle returned to be clipped to f7r/4 when the orientation of
the blob oversteps this border.
As there are two cameras each providing a different
view, those computations have to be done for each
image source. The image processing task is set up in
such a way that it processes first the horizontal, and

after that the vert,ical view. Both views are treated in
one cycle.
B ~ c a u s ethe blob search is run 011 a host computer,
the image has to be transmitted from the Datacube to
a workstation over a bus network. The bus network is
the bottleneck of the whole image processing unit, a,s
illustrated in Figure 2. By shrinking the image to
of the original size, much transfer time ca.n be saved
with an acceptable loss of accuracy.
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Figure 2: Bus structurr arid data-flow.

2.2

Robot Control

The second unit of the visual space mouse system
is the robot cont,rol unit. The main elements of the
robot control unit are the controller task, written in
RCCL (Robot Control C Library) as a. task level robot
control language [7] [8],run on the host computer, and
the manipulator itself.
Describing a manipulator task requires specifying
positions to be reached in space (the where) a.s well as
specifying aspects of the trajectory (the how). RCCL
describes target positions using either Cartesian position equations or sets of joint angles. [9].
Cartesian position equations consist of several
transform matrices that are multiplied. Each transform matrix describes a rotation and translation of
the coordinate system. Together they form two systems of coordinate transformations: onc on the right
side and one on the left side of a position equation.
Equation (2) describes the relationship of the two coordinate transformations,

where T b a s e , T 6 and Ttoo,represent the homogeneous
coordinate t,ransformations from the world frame to
the robot's base frame, from the robot's base frame
to a frame attached to link 6 of the robot, and from,
and from a frame attached to link 6 of the robot to
the tool frame. The transform Tstartrepresents a ho-
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liarid aborit tlic optical axis of each camera, can be
obscrvetl tlircctly from the images. The third orientation, the rotation of the hand about the horizontal
axis, has to be computed from the image data. The
value of the orientation of the (constant sized) hand
could be computed, for example, from knowledge of
the size, position. and orientation of the projections
of the hand in the two images.
Every time these new values are passed to the control unit a new transform matrix is created with respect to the movement of the hand. This matrix is included in the coordinate transformation equation used
t o control the robot. The equation is solved for T6,
the joint values of the manipulator are computed and
the results are passed to the trajectory generator.

mogeneous coordinate trarisforiii frorri the world coordinate frame to the initial position and orientation
of thts tool, and Tuarinblr
is a variable liomogcneous
coortlinate taransformationmatrix t,hat is continuously
updat,etl, thereby causing tho rmnipulator to rriove to
a goal position and orientation.

Figure 3: Effect of the position equation.

As both sides of the equations are said to be equal,
both t.oortlinate frame transformations have the same
effect. That, means that both sides of thc equation
start shifting from the same point and reach the same
destination point. Equation (2) is solved for the matrix T6, describing the desired position of the manipulator arm:
T6 = Tr:sse . Tstnrt

'Tunrznble

. T,',,

The Visual Space-Mouse
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(3)

To reach a point in space with the manipulator, you
have to create the position equation, solve for T6 in
Cartesian space and transform the solution into joint
space to achieve the desired values of the joint angles
of the manipulator. With these joint angles the manipulator is able to reach the destination point. The
trajectory generator in RCCL will then plan a path to
the desired joint angles and update it as necessary.
The only inputs for the control unit are the two
blob data-structures, described in Section 2.1. These
data-structures represent the spatial position and orientation of the object being tracked. The controlling
unit looks at the center of the blob rectangles in the
image planes, which each contain a pixel-coordinatesystem. The center of the camera views are said to
be the origin of the coordinate systems. These pixel
coordinates are translated into global coordinates for
the manipulator. This is done by directly mapping the
movements of the blobs into movements of the manipulator: blob motion in the image causes the manipulator to move in the corresponding direction.
The orientations of the hand can also be observed
(see Section 2.1) and are transformed into manipulator movements. Two orientations, the rotation of the

In some cases it is not possible t o use two cameras
to watch the controlling hand of the user. This can
be caused by limitations on free space or on accessible
hardware.
In Section 3.1 we discuss the space-mouse proposed
previously, but we also suggest an approach to solve
the dilemma of limited resources in Section 3.2.

3.1

Two Camera Space-Mouse

In our laboratory, only one image processing hardware device was available. Both camera views had to

be processed by switching between two video channels.
Combined with the transfer time via bus system (see
Figure 2) this was a very time consuming procedure.
So the biggest problem with the two-camera version
was the speed of the image processing unit. The whole
network slowed down the performance to 3 fps (frames
per second). This forced the user t o slow down hand
motion in an unnatural way.
The use of a second image processing device would
increase the image processing performance to the level
seen in the one-camera version described below, allowing the user to move the hand at a natural speed.
Nevertheless it could be shown that the tracking of
the hand and controlling of the manipulator worked
quite nicely in all six dimensions.

3.2

Space-Mouse with one Camera

In some cases limitations have to be applied to
the structure of the visual space-mouse, as described
above. The solution of this obstacle leads to a onecamera-version of the visual space-mouse.
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els. Those action are actuating the gripper and rotating the whole manipulator along its vertical axis.
By the use of the two planes, described previously,
only a cubic space in front of the arm can be accessed.
With the rotation along the z-axis this cube can be
rotated and so the whole area around the manipulator
is accessible. The rotation is initiated by rotating the
hand in the plane of the image. This causes the robot
t o turn in steps of 10 degrees.
The gripper movement controls the opening and
closing of the gripper. This movement is initiated by
rotating the hand in the horizontal plane as shown
in Figure 5. Placing the gesture for the gripper in
the transition level has the advantage that any movement of the hand has no effect on the position of the
manipulator, which will keep the gripper fised during
actuation.

By removing the overhead camera, any info1rnation
about the depth of the controlling hand is lost. Any
rotation with the rotation axis parallel to the image
plane will just change the height and the width of the
object. The sign of the rotation can not be determined
easily. There are three dimensions of an object in a
plane that are easily and robustly detectable: height,
width and rotation in the image plane. The controlling task of a manipulator with six degrees of freedom
is therefore very difficult with just 3 values. To handle this problem but keep the user interface intuitive
and simple, a state machine was implemented in the
controller.
The state machine consists of three different levels:
two control levels arid one transition level. The control
levels are used to move the manipulator. The transition level connects the two control levels and affects
the gripper of the robot arm.

entation of the planes the manipulator can be moved
in. The plane of control level 2 is orthogonal to the
plane of control level 1 (see Figure 4). The planes
intersect at the manipulator.

Figure 5: Control level gesture (left), transition level
gesture (middle) and gripping gesture (right).

To determine when the state machine is supposed
to change state, two threshold levels are computed and
stored during initialization of the program. The first
threshold level is set to $ of the height of the original
blob(= height3-4), the second one is set to $ of the
width (= width-34) of the original blob. The state
machine goes into the transition level when the height
of the actual blobs falls below height-3-4. It goes into
the opposite control level when the actual height exceeds height-3-4. In the transition level, the gripper
is actuated when the width of the hand is reduced below width-3-4. The structure of the state machine is
illustrated in Figure 6.

Figure 4: Motion planes of the two control levels.
To change the control levels the hand is turned so
that the palm is facing down. In this mode the hand
can be moved within the workspace without effecting
the position of the manipulator. This mode is called
the transition level (see Figure 5).
The transition level gets its name from its position
between the two control levels, which are the actual
steering levels. The task of the transition level is to
connect both control levels and to perform additional
actions on the workspace managed by the control lev-
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Figure 6: Structure of the state machine.

The origin of a c:ontrol levcl plme is reset to tlie ciirrent position of tho manipulator when tho st,ilt,c ltliichine enters that control levcl. This hiis thc idvantage
that positions that are oiit of reach within t h : first. at,tempt can be rcached i i i thc sccond attempt, just, by
going into the transitioii mode, moving the hand to
a more convenient position a.rit1 then returning to the
same control level.
The state machine always starts in control level 1.
To visualize the state of the state machine of the control unit, t,he rectangle around the hand on t.lie monitor is shown in a state-dependent c:olor.

3.3

Discussion

An experiment was perforined to vididate the functions of the one-camera space-mouse. The task was to
assemble a house out of three randomly placotl wooden
pieces. Several persons have been chosen to pcrforiri
this experiment with minimal training, arid each was
able to successfully finish the task. The expcriment
showed that the state machine described above was usable. The biggest problem was that t,hc gesture for the
gripping movement was found to be iinnatnral. Most
of the candidates not only turned the hand in t,he horizontal image plane, reducing the width of t,he hand
below width-3-4 as shown in Figure .5, but also turned
their wrist. By doing so, they overstepped heiyht3-4
and inadvertently transitioned into a control level.
One solution for this problem would be to introduce
a third control level, as both control levels have been
exhausted in terms of robustly detectable intuitive gestures. But this would require a significant change in
the state machine, and the control would become less
intuitive. Thus, it has not been implemented. Another possibility would have been to change the gripping gesture. This was not possible because of the
limited possibilities of gestures that were bound to
the robustly detectable dimensions: position, size, and
orientation of the controlling blob.

3.4

Future Work

Both versions of the space mouse have several areas
for improvement. Some of them are as follows:
1. Implementation of a motion model of the hand
2. Segmentation of the hand blob, for higher resolution control of the robot
3. Including sensor data for achieving teleassistance
[3] (e.g. collision avoidance)
4. Implementation of a high-level gesture language
5 . Adding a routine for filtering out the background

4

Conclusions

The objective of developing il high-1t:vel visually
guided interface has been rt:alizetl. As the cxperiment
described in Section 3.3 sliowetl, simple remote tasks
can be performed with minimal training or teaching.
This is a good demonstration of intuitive and convcnient way in which a 3D interfacc can be oporatctl.
Additionally, several possible cxt,ensions to this iniplemeritation of the visual space-rriouso have beeri proposed that would makc it, an evcn more powerful interface for control and manipidatlion.
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